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Figure 8. Density map of faint (i′ > 24) blue (V − i′ < 0.4, left panel) and red (V − i′ > 1.475, right panel) galaxies for 50 clusters.
The orange and white square at the bottom left of each panel shows the pixel size used to compute the density maps. The colour bar
indicates the number of galaxies per pixel in each panel.
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Figure 9. Medium density profiles of 50 clusters for red (red
points) and blue galaxies (blue squares) using galaxies with
24 < i′ < 25.5. Red-dashed line and blue solid line represent
the prediction for red and blue galaxies, respectively. The two
profiles are normalised to the mean density of blue galaxies at
R > R200.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have tested the reliability of photometric redshifts to
calibrate systematic uncertainties in mass measurements us-
ing weak lensing analysis. The first lesson learnt from our
work is that 5-band photometric redshift are not enough to
properly select weakly-lensed background galaxies. This is
at odds with Kelly et al. (2014) who use data similar to
ours to compute photometric redshifts. In particular, the
accuracy defined to measure the precision of their 5 band
zphot in COSMOS seems to be an overestimate when com-
pared to what we find. Although Kelly et al. (2014) suggest
a method to exclude the outliers, we have found that it re-
duces the sample to its 55% and the accuracy we measure
is 9%.

Other authors have used 5 band photometry to com-
pute photometric redshifts. For example, the CFHTLenS
consortium (Heymans et al. 2012) use ugriz photometry

from CFHT. The u band constrains much better star form-
ing galaxies than our bluest band, the B band. However,
Covone et al. (2014) identify an artificial peak at zphot = 0.2
in the redshift distribution due to possible degeneracies in
the redshift determination based on optical colours.

To not limit our analysis to a photometric redshift es-
timate, we have used the integrated P(z), the probability
distribution function, to interpolate the colour and magni-
tude of a source to its probability to lie behind the cluster.
We have found that 5-band photometric redshifts are diffi-
cult to be precisely computed for faint blue galaxy. For this
class of objects the near-infrared photometry plays a cru-
cial role in the SED fitting, thus the COSMOS catalogue is
needed for a correct redshift estimate.

Weak lensing studies often make use of the COSMOS
catalogue to test redshifts or interpolate galaxy colours to
point at a typical redshift for a certain colour and magni-
tude. For example, Okabe et al. (2010) and Okabe et al.
(2013) use V and i to interpolate colour and magnitude
of cluster galaxies and obtain a redshift from COSMOS.
While Okabe et al. (2013) measure a stacked mass within
1% precision by selecting galaxies above the typical cluster
red sequence, Okabe et al. (2010) suffer of a contamina-
tion that goes up to ∼20% after removing the red sequence
contribution. This suggests that it is not straightforward to
interpolate galaxy colours for blue galaxies. A lack of an ap-
propriate selection may introduce systematics in the mass
measurement.

In fact, we have shown that COSMOS catalogues alone
is not enough to properly select a background galaxy popu-
lation, since the presence of a red sequence affects the source
redshift distribution in the colour-magnitude diagram. Com-
bining the precise photometric redshifts from COSMOS with
the photometry of cluster galaxies in LoCuSS, we have iden-
tified an area in the colour-magnitude space of a relatively
clean sample of blue background galaxies. We have inves-
tigated the presence of faint blue cluster members pushing
down the contamination of background galaxies to 7%. Our
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Motivation: counting clusters to 
measure cosmological parameters
• we want to count clusters as a function of mass and redshift
• we can count clusters as a function of a mass-like observable
• we need accurate scaling relations and mass calibration

Mulroy, et al., 2014,  
MNRAS, 443, 3309

b=1.00+0.22-0.20 
σlnM|L=0.11+0.08-0.06

Planck 2015 XXIV 1502.01597
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Goals relating to cluster cosmology include:

• To test the reliability of cluster mass measurement 
methods at low-z: MWL, MHSE, MDyn, ...

• To measure the shape, normalization, and intrinsic 
scatter of scaling relations: P(MWL|O)

• To test theoretical “predictions”: NFW profile, mass-
concentration relation, adiabatic contraction, …

• …

Local Cluster Substructure Survey
A low redshift baseline study of clusters as a cosmological probe



• LX-limited sample of 50 
“High-LX” clusters:
– LX/E(z)>4.1x1044 erg/s, 

-25°<δ<+65°, 0.15<z<0.3

• Subaru (Gemini) [50]:
– V/i-band, i(5σ)=26
– FWHMmedian=0.7arcsec

• Chandra [44], XMM [39]

Complete  
LX-selected sample  

after declination cuts

... and lots of data from SZA, HST, UKIRT/WFCAM, MMT/Hectospec, 
Spitzer, GALEX, Herschel: Marrone et al., 2012; Mulroy, et al., 2014; Richard 
et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2008, 2010; Haines et al., 2014, 2013, 2010, 2009b, 
2009a; Smith et al. 2010a,b; Okabe et al., 2010a,b; …

Local Cluster Substructure Survey
A low redshift baseline study of clusters as a cosmological probe



• Weak-lensing mass calibration of galaxy clusters 
Okabe & Smith, MNRAS, submitted, 1507.04493

• Exploring the selection of faint background blue galaxies for 
cluster weak-lensing 
Ziparo, Smith, Okabe, et al., MNRAS, submitted, 1507.04376

• Testing hydrostatic equilibrium in galaxy clusters  
Smith, Mazzotta, Okabe, Ziparo, et al., MNRAS, submitted

• Also relevant:
- Martino, Mazzotta, Bourdin, Smith et al., 2014, MNRAS, 443, 2342
- Mulroy, Smith, Haines, Marrone, et al., 2014, MNRAS, 443, 3309
- Okabe, Smith, Umetsu, Takada, Futamase, 2013, ApJ, 769, L35

Goal = control systematic bias in ensemble cluster cluster mass 
calibration at  sub-4%  [ 30%/sqrt(50) ]

Local Cluster Substructure Survey
A low redshift baseline study of clusters as a cosmological probe



Sources of bias in cluster weak-
lensing
• Contamination of background galaxy samples, i.e. 

dilution of shear signal by faint cluster members

• Uncertainty in the redshift distribution of the 
background galaxies

• Shear calibration, i.e. biases in measurement of 
galaxy shapes

• Extracting mass measurements from shear 
profiles, i.e. mass modelling biases



Color cut tuned to achieve 1% contamination… gives 5 arcmin-2

Okabe, Smith, et al., 2013, ApJ, 769, L35

g

ΔC>0.475

ΔC>0

Contamination 
dominates

g+(DLS/DS) 
dominates

A new low bias method to select red 
background galaxies

€ 

G+(ΔC) = A × D(ΔC) × (1− Bf (ΔC))
Model of color-dependence of shear:

€ 

D(ΔC) ≡ DLS /DS

Lensing kernel:

€ 

f (ΔC > 0) = 1− erf ΔC / 2σ( )[ ] /2
Contamination:



Faint blue galaxies dominate 
catastrophic failures of 5-band 
photo-z’s at z<~0.3

8 F. Ziparo et al.

Figure 4. Colour-magnitude diagrams for all sources in the three stacked clusters in LoCuSS (top panel) and for COSMOS (middle and
bottom panels). The colour bar represents the probability that a galaxy in a given cell lies at z > 0.4 according to the analysis based on
5 photometric bands (top and middle panels) and 30 bands (bottom panel).
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Red sequence

LoCuSS 5-band photo-z’s 
motivate a faint cut

8 F. Ziparo et al.

Figure 4. Colour-magnitude diagrams for all sources in the three stacked clusters in LoCuSS (top panel) and for COSMOS (middle and
bottom panels). The colour bar represents the probability that a galaxy in a given cell lies at z > 0.4 according to the analysis based on
5 photometric bands (top and middle panels) and 30 bands (bottom panel).
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Red sequence

COSMOS 30-band photo-z’s 
motivate a blue cut

Blue galaxies cannot  
be selected as safely  
as red galaxies

Ziparo et al. 1507.04376 + POSTER THIS WEEK



g
dominates
g+(DLS/DS) 
dominates

Number of red galaxies improved via 
radius-dependent colour cut

Contamination 
dominates

Color cut tuned to achieve 1% contamination… gives 13 arcmin-2

Okabe and Smith, 1507.04493



Simulations match LoCuSS data: 
FWHM = 0.7arcsec      22 < iAB < 26
0 < |g| < 0.3                  2 < rg < 5pix
S/N > 10                       FoV = 30x42arcmin

STEP

LoCuSS

gout - gin = m gin + c 
m ⋍ -0.03    c ⋍ 10-4

Image simulations matched to 
our cluster observations:

Model galaxies based on 
GALFIC (Oguri et al. 
2012) and Shera 
(Mandelbaum  
et al. 2012)

Okabe and Smith, 1507.04493

No obvious trend with size 
and magnitude (i.e. 
negligible noise bias)



A2390Suite of NFW model fits:
• 50kpc/h<rinner<300kpc/h
• 2Mpc/h<router<3Mpc/h
• 4<Nbin<8
• M200 and c200 are free params

• Simulations are Cosmo-OWLS 
(McCarthy et al. 2014, Le Brun 
et al. 2014; see also Joop 
Schaye’s talk)

MΔ, cΔ for each cluster is 
based on the fit that is closest 
to geometrical mean of the 
suite of fits

Tests of NFW model fitting on hydro 
simulations: sub-1% bias on M500

Okabe and Smith, 1507.04493



Sources of bias in cluster weak-
lensing
• Contamination of background galaxy samples, i.e. 

dilution of shear signal by faint cluster members 
      Contamination of red background galaxies = 1%

• Uncertainty in the redshift distribution of the background 
galaxies   Folded into our shear measurement errors

• Shear calibration, i.e. biases in measurement of galaxy 
shapes                                   Multiplicative bias of 3%

• Extracting mass measurements from shear profiles, i.e. 
mass modeling biases                                Sub-1% bias
Okabe and Smith, 1507.04493



Mass-concentration relation in 
excellent agreement with predictions

Okabe and Smith, 1507.04493



“Like for like” comparison
• 12 cluster overlap between:  

LoCuSS (Okabe & Smith 2015)  
CCCP (Hoekstra et al 2015)  
WtG (Applegate et al. 2014)

• Match the modeling method to 
WtG: c200=4, 0.75<R<3Mpc/h

• Measure M(<1.5Mpc/h70)

LoCuSS, CCCP, CLASH masses are 
agree at <~1σ; WtG are ~2σ higher

The pairwise comparison of 
surveys in our paper and in the 
literature is consistent with this 
result, i.e. it is more general than 
for clusters within LoCuSS

Okabe and Smith, 1507.04493
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Figure 8. Density map of faint (i′ > 24) blue (V − i′ < 0.4, left panel) and red (V − i′ > 1.475, right panel) galaxies for 50 clusters.
The orange and white square at the bottom left of each panel shows the pixel size used to compute the density maps. The colour bar
indicates the number of galaxies per pixel in each panel.
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Figure 9. Medium density profiles of 50 clusters for red (red
points) and blue galaxies (blue squares) using galaxies with
24 < i′ < 25.5. Red-dashed line and blue solid line represent
the prediction for red and blue galaxies, respectively. The two
profiles are normalised to the mean density of blue galaxies at
R > R200.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have tested the reliability of photometric redshifts to
calibrate systematic uncertainties in mass measurements us-
ing weak lensing analysis. The first lesson learnt from our
work is that 5-band photometric redshift are not enough to
properly select weakly-lensed background galaxies. This is
at odds with Kelly et al. (2014) who use data similar to
ours to compute photometric redshifts. In particular, the
accuracy defined to measure the precision of their 5 band
zphot in COSMOS seems to be an overestimate when com-
pared to what we find. Although Kelly et al. (2014) suggest
a method to exclude the outliers, we have found that it re-
duces the sample to its 55% and the accuracy we measure
is 9%.

Other authors have used 5 band photometry to com-
pute photometric redshifts. For example, the CFHTLenS
consortium (Heymans et al. 2012) use ugriz photometry

from CFHT. The u band constrains much better star form-
ing galaxies than our bluest band, the B band. However,
Covone et al. (2014) identify an artificial peak at zphot = 0.2
in the redshift distribution due to possible degeneracies in
the redshift determination based on optical colours.

To not limit our analysis to a photometric redshift es-
timate, we have used the integrated P(z), the probability
distribution function, to interpolate the colour and magni-
tude of a source to its probability to lie behind the cluster.
We have found that 5-band photometric redshifts are diffi-
cult to be precisely computed for faint blue galaxy. For this
class of objects the near-infrared photometry plays a cru-
cial role in the SED fitting, thus the COSMOS catalogue is
needed for a correct redshift estimate.

Weak lensing studies often make use of the COSMOS
catalogue to test redshifts or interpolate galaxy colours to
point at a typical redshift for a certain colour and magni-
tude. For example, Okabe et al. (2010) and Okabe et al.
(2013) use V and i to interpolate colour and magnitude
of cluster galaxies and obtain a redshift from COSMOS.
While Okabe et al. (2013) measure a stacked mass within
1% precision by selecting galaxies above the typical cluster
red sequence, Okabe et al. (2010) suffer of a contamina-
tion that goes up to ∼20% after removing the red sequence
contribution. This suggests that it is not straightforward to
interpolate galaxy colours for blue galaxies. A lack of an ap-
propriate selection may introduce systematics in the mass
measurement.

In fact, we have shown that COSMOS catalogues alone
is not enough to properly select a background galaxy popu-
lation, since the presence of a red sequence affects the source
redshift distribution in the colour-magnitude diagram. Com-
bining the precise photometric redshifts from COSMOS with
the photometry of cluster galaxies in LoCuSS, we have iden-
tified an area in the colour-magnitude space of a relatively
clean sample of blue background galaxies. We have inves-
tigated the presence of faint blue cluster members pushing
down the contamination of background galaxies to 7%. Our
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Curves: number density profile expected from 0% 
contamination + magnification bias based on best-fit 
NFW model to shear.
Data:  measured stacked number density profile 
based on colour-magnitude selections

Ziparo, et al., 
1507,04376 + 
POSTER THIS WEEK

Observed number density profile of 
background galaxies is not flat…

CCCP ~30% drop
WtG ~10% drop

Stacked number density of  
blue galaxies



11 cluster overlap between LoCuSS, CCCP, WtG, and Planck:

Testing hydrostatic equilibrium with 
Subaru, XMM/Chandra, and Planck

Smith et al., 2015, submitted; Okabe & Smith 1507.04493;  
Martino et al., 2014, MNRAS, 443, 2342: Chandra/XMM = 1.02+/-0.05

LoCuSS: WtG:
CCCP:



+/-2σ on LoCuSS

Figures from Planck 2015 XXIV 1502.01597

Vertical lines show      from like-for-like 
comparison: WtG, LoCuSS, CCCP

New constraints on hydrostatic bias 
disagree with “best-fit” (1-b) at ~5σ 

Smith et al., 2015, submitted

(1-b)~0.9 is consistent 
with all simulation 
studies — see Nick 
Battaglia’s talk 
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Hydrostatic bias, lensing biases, (or 
SZ biases?) change with redshift? 

Smith et al., 2015, MNRAS, submitted



• LoCuSS weak-lensing systematic biases calibrated to sub-4%
• LoCuSS, CCCP, CLASH mass calibrations are consistent at ~1σ
• WtG mass calibration is ~8-15% higher at ~1-2σ
• LoCuSS hydrostatic bias: 
• LoCuSS/X-ray, LoCuSS/Planck and CCCP/Planck hydrostatic 

bias measurement consistent at z<0.3
• We need: larger overlap between lensing surveys, especially at 

z>0.3 and lower mass (see Marguerite Pierre’s talk)
• Stay tuned: LoCuSS scaling relations and selection function

LoCuSS: Weak-lensing mass calibration 
of galaxy clusters and hydrostatic bias

Okabe and Smith, 2015, MNRAS, submitted, arXiv:1507.04493
Ziparo, Smith, et al., 2015, MNRAS, submitted, arXiv:1507.04376 + POSTER THIS WEEK
Smith, Mazzotta, Okabe, Ziparo, et al., 2015, MNRAS, submitted
Mulroy, Smith, Haines, Marrone, et al., 2014, MNRAS, 443, 3309
Martino, Mazzotta, Bourdin, Smith et al., 2014, MNRAS, 443, 2342



The end


